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Abstract
Efficient verification of computation, also known as delegation of computation, is one of the most
fundamental notions in computer science, and in particular it lies at the heart of the P vs. NP question.
This article contains a high level overview of the evolution of proofs in computer science, and shows
how this evolution is instrumental to solving the problem of delegating computation. We highlight
a curious connection between the problem of delegating computation and the notion of no-signaling
strategies from quantum physics.
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Introduction

The problem of delegating computation considers the setting where a computationally weak device (the
client) wishes to offload his computations to a powerful device (the server). Such a client may not trust the
server, and would therefore want the server to accompany the result of each computation with an easy-toverify proof of correctness. Clearly, the time it takes to verify such a proof should be significantly lower than
the time it takes to do the computation from scratch, since otherwise there is no point of delegating this
computation to begin with. At the same time, it is desirable that the time it takes to generate a proof is
not too high (i.e., not significantly higher than doing the computation) since otherwise it will be too costly
to delegate this computation.
Efficient delegation carries significance to applications. In many cases, computation today is asymmetric,
where lightweight computations are done locally, and large computational tasks are performed off-site (e.g.
by a cloud server). In addition, complex computations are often delegated to powerful (possibly untrusted)
hardware. The ability to verify that the computation is carried out correctly without investing significant
computational resources is obviously useful in these situations. The applicability of delegation schemes goes
even further. For example, efficient verification of computation is used today as a building block in one of
the prominent, and widely used, crypto currencies [BCG+ 14].
Aside from its practical value, efficient verification of computation is one of the most fundamental notions
in computer science. Indeed, one of the most basic computational objects in computer science is the complexity class NP, which is defined as the class of problems whose computation can be verified “efficiently”,
where an “efficient” computation is defined as one that takes polynomial time.
Unfortunately, the power of the complexity class NP is still unknown, and the question of whether NP 6= P,
which is arguably the most important open problem in computer science, remains open.1 Thus, in a sense,
we don’t even know if verifying a proof is easier than finding a proof from scratch! Moreover, even under
the widely believed assumption that NP 6= P, it is widely believed that general T -time computations do not
have a proof that is verifiable in time significantly smaller than T . This seems to pose an insurmountable
barrier to the problem of delegating general purpose computations.
1 The

complexity class P consists of the class of problems that can be computed in polynomial time.
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We overcome this barrier by abandoning the traditional (thousands-year-old) notion of a proof being a
piece of text, and instead utilize a beautiful and instrumental line of work, motivated by cryptography, where
various alternative proof models were proposed and studied. These proof models include interactive proofs,
multi-prover interactive proofs and probabilistically checkable proofs, which we elaborate on below.
Jumping ahead, in this article we show how this line of work, together with the use of cryptography and
an intriguing connection to no-signaling strategies from quantum physics, can be used to construct secure
delegation schemes.
Interactive Proofs. The notion of interactive proofs was defined by Goldwasser, Micali, and Rackoff [GMR88]. Their goal was to construct zero-knowledge proofs, which intuitively are proofs that reveal
no information, beyond the validity of the statement being proven. Goldwasser et. al. noticed that such a
notion is not achievable using traditional proofs, and hence they introduced a new proof model, which they
called interactive proofs.
In contrast to a traditional proof, an interactive proof is an interactive process between a prover and an
efficient (i.e., polynomial time) verifier. Interestingly (and oddly), the verifier is allowed to toss coins, and let
these coin tosses determine the questions he asks the prover. Importantly, whereas traditionally, it is required
that false statements do not have a valid proof, here we require that a (cheating) prover cannot convince the
verifier of the correctness of any false statement, except with very small probability (over the verifier’s coin
tosses). We denote the class of all languages that have an interactive proof by IP. Note that allowing the
verifier to be randomized is crucial, since otherwise, the prover can predict the verifier’s questions and can
send a single document emulating the entire interaction. Thus without the use of randomness we would get
IP = NP.
Interestingly, with the use of randomness, it seems that the class IP is significantly more powerful that
the class NP. The celebrated results of [LFKN92, Sha92] prove that IP = PSPACE, where PSPACE is the
class of all languages that can be computed by a Turing machine that uses polynomial space and with
arbitrarily long runtime. This class of PSPACE is believed to be significantly larger than NP, and hence the
IP proof system seems to be very powerful. Looking into the IP = PSPACE theorem more closely, it says
that any computation that takes time T and space S has an interactive proof, where the verifier runs in
time proportional to S (and the length of the statement being proven). However, the runtime of the prover
is significantly higher than T . In the original works of [LFKN92, Sha92] the runtime of the prover was
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proportional to 2S , and thus is super-polynomial (in T ) even for log-space computations (i.e., computations
that take space O(log T )).2

1.1

Our Goal: Doubly-Efficient Proofs

The computation delegation challenge requires not only efficiently verifiable proofs but in actuality doubly
efficiently verifiable proofs [GKR08]. Such proofs require the complexity of the verifier to be efficient without
paying a noticeable penalty in increasing the provers running time. This is in contrast to the results of
the early 90’s, that were focused on the question of which computations have an “easy to verify proof” of
correctness, without putting any restriction on the runtime of the prover.
In the most basic setting, in a delegation scheme a prover P proves to a verifier V the correctness of an
arbitrary time T computation. Our most basic goal is to construct a delegation scheme, with the following
three properties.
1. Verifying a proof should be easier than running the computation from scratch, and in particular should
take time significantly less than T . Otherwise, the weak device will simply run the computation on its
own in the first place.
2. Proving the correctness of a computation should not be “much harder” than running the computation,
and in particular should take time at most poly(T ) (for some polynomial poly). Indeed, if proving
2 We emphasize that almost all (natural) computations require space at least log T , since even holding an index (or pointer)
to a location in the computation tableau requires space log T .
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requires say an exponential blowup in runtime, then even powerful devices will not be able to prove
the correctness of computations.
3. It is impossible to prove the correctness of a false statement (except with very small probability).
Otherwise, these proofs will have no meaning. This latter requirement is known as soundness.
Unfortunately, achieving these three properties (and even achieving only properties (1) and (3)) simultaneously is widely believed to be impossible. This follows from the fact that IP ⊆ PSPACE, which implies
that delegating computations that require large space (say, space proportional to the runtime), is simply
impossible! Nevertheless, one can still consider delegating certain limited classes of computations.
Goldwasser et. al. [GKR08] constructed such a delegation scheme for computations that are computable in
“low depth”. Intuitively, low depth computations correspond to computations that are highly parallelizable.
In [GKR08] it was shown how to delegate any time T and depth D computation, where the runtime of
the prover is proportional to D (and the instance size), and the runtime of the prover is poly(T ). Thus, for
low-depth computations, this is a doubly-efficient interactive proof. Moreover, it is quite simple and (almost)
efficient enough to use in practice. Indeed, many systems based on the [GKR08] blueprint were implemented
(for example, [CMT12, TRMP12, Tha13, VSBW13, BTVW14, WHG+ 16, WJB+ 17, ZGK+ 17]), with the
goal of using these systems in our day-to-day lives.
The following fundamental problem remains open: Does the IP = PSPACE theorem hold if we restrict
the prover in the interactive proof to be efficient? Namely, does every T -time S-space computation has an
interactive proof where the verifier runs in time proportional to the space S (and the statement length), and
the prover runs in time poly(T )?
Significant progress was recently made by Reingold, Rothlum and Rothblum [RRR16], who proved that
for every constant  > 0, every T -time S-space computation have an interactive proof where the verifier runs
in time proportional to S · T  (and the statement length), and the prover runs in time poly(T ). But the
fundamental problem above remains a very interesting open problem.
In the rest of this article, we focus on the general problem of delegating any T -time computation. As we
saw, in order to achieve this goal we must depart from the interactive proof model, since this proof model is
not powerful enough.
Multi-Prover Interactive Proofs. The notion of multi-prover interactive proofs was defined by Ben-Or,
Goldwasser, Kilian and Wigderson [BGKW88]. This notion, similarly to the interactive proof notion, was
defined with a cryptographic goal in mind.
Shortly after Goldwasser et. al. [GMR88] introduced the notions of interactive proofs and zero-knowledge
proofs, Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [GMW87] showed that every interactive proof can be made zeroknowledge, assuming the existence of a one-way function (a function that is easy to compute but hard
to invert). The goal of Ben-Or et. al. [BGKW88] was to construct an information theoretic zero-knowledge
proof, without relying on any computational assumptions. This is believed to be impossible in the interactive
proof model, which led them to define the multi-prover interactive proof (MIP) model.
In this model, the verifier interacts with two (or more) provers. Importantly, it is assumed that these
two provers do not communicate during the protocol. Intuitively, this can be enforced by placing the two
provers in different rooms (without any connection to the outside world).
Beyond enabling the construction of information theoretic zero-knowledge proofs, this proof model was
proven to be extremely powerful. It was proven by Babai, Fortnow and Lund [BFL91] that any T -time
computation can be proved to be correct, using a two-prover interactive proof, where the verifier sends a
single query to each prover, and each prover replies with an answer. The queries and answers consist of only
polylog(T ) bits, and the runtime of the verifier is n · polylog(T ), where n is the length of the input. Moreover,
the runtime of the provers is poly(T ), as desired.
In addition, it was shown that the above holds also for non-deterministic computations. In other words,
it was shown that any proof of length T can be converted to a 2-prover interactive proof as above where
the two queries and two answers are of length polylog(T ). In the language of complexity theory, [BFL91]
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proved that MIP = NEXP.3 Intuitively, the reason this model is so powerful is that it is hard to cheat
in a “consistent” manner. Indeed, known 2-prover interactive proof systems consist of a bunch of cross
examinations (or consistency checks).
Thus, if we were willing to assume the existence of two non-communicating provers, then we could use
these results from the early 90’s to construct a delegation scheme, where the client interacts with two servers,
and soundness is ensured as long as these two servers do not interact during the proof process. However,
we do not want to make such an assumption, since in many applications (such as for crypto-currencies) this
is not a realistic assumption, and for other applications (such as cloud computing) the non-communicating
assumption may be too strong, or at the very least simply expensive.
Nevertheless, we show how cryptography can be used to emulate two (or more) non-communicating
provers using a single prover.
Probabilistically Checkable Proofs. Shortly after this MIP model was introduced, it was noticed that
this model is equivalent to the fascinating notion of probabilistically checkable proofs (PCP’s), which are
(non-interactive) proofs that can be verified by reading only a few of their bits. It was observed by Fortnow
et. al. [FRS94] that any MIP can be trivially converted into a PCP, by writing down for each prover the
answers to all the possible queries of the verifier. Since there are known MIP schemes where the length of
each query (and each answer) is O(log T ) the number of possible queries is at most poly(T ), and the size of
each answer is at most O(log T ). Thus, this entire list of queries and answers is of length at most poly(T ).
Hence, one can verify this proof by running the verifier and sampling a few queries (one for each prover),
and reading only the answers corresponding to these queries.
Since this observation, there has been a beautiful line of work (eg., [FGL+ 91, BFLS91, AS92, ALM+ 98]),
culminating with the remarkable PCP theorem that says that any proof of length T can be converted into a
probabilistically checkable one, of length poly(T ), where the verifier needs to read only three bits of the proof
in order to be convinced that the statement is true with constant probability, and this soundness probability
can be amplified by repetition. Moreover, to verify the correctness of the proof the verifier only needs to do
a single polynomial time (in the statement size) computation, which is independent of the answers, followed
by a single polylog(T )-time computation.
Probabilistically checkable proofs seem very relevant to the problem of delegating computation, since
verifying a PCP can be done very efficiently (reading only a few bits of the proof). However, the length of
the PCP is poly(T ), and thus even communicating (and storing) this proof is too expensive. If communication
and storage were free then indeed PCPs would yield a delegation scheme.
To summarize, despite the beautiful evolution of proofs in computer science starting from the late 80’s, it
seems that this tremendous progress still does not solve our problem of delegating computation: PCPs require
storing a long proof (as long as the computation at hand), multi-prover interactive proofs require assuming
two non-communicating provers, and interactive proofs are not general enough to delegate all computations
(only bounded space computations). Moreover, as we mentioned, constructing a doubly-efficient interactive
proofs for all bounded space computations remains an open problem. Finally, we mention that interactive
proofs require many rounds of interaction between the prover and the verifier, and one of the major goals of
delegating computation is to obtain non-interactive solutions.
Therefore, in the context of delegating computation, this line of work suffers from significant limitations.
Somewhat surprisingly, it has been shown that cryptography can be used to remove many of these limitations.

1.2

Cryptography to the Rescue

It turns out that cryptography can be used to convert any PCP or MIP scheme into a delegation scheme. At
first, the use of cryptography may seem quite surprising, since the problem at hand does not seem related to
cryptography in any way, since we are not concerned with privacy, only in proving correctness. Nevertheless,
3 We slightly abuse notation, and throughout this article we denote by MIP the class of all languages that have a multi-prover
interactive proof (see Definition 5), and we also denote by MIP any specific multi-prover interactive proof system.
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we show how using cryptography one can shrink a long PCP into a short one, and how one can simulate a
multi-prover interactive proof via a single prover. To this end, we need to relax the soundness condition, to
computational soundness.
Computational Soundness. Rather than requiring that it is impossible to prove the validity of a false
statement, we require that it is “practically impossible” to prove the validity of a false statement. More
specifically, we require that it is impossible to prove a false statement only for computationally-bounded
(e.g., polynomial time) cheating provers. Yet, a computationally all powerful cheating prover may be able
to cheat. Honest provers are also required to be efficient (i.e., computationally bounded), in keeping with
the philosophy that security should hold against adversaries who are at least as powerful as honest parties.
Such proof systems are also known in the literature as argument systems [BCC88] or computationally sound
proofs [Mic94] (as opposed to statistically sound proofs that ensure that even a computationally unbounded
cheating prover cannot convince a verifier to accept a false statement).
Typically, computational soundness relies on a computational hardness assumption, such as the assumption that it is hard to factor large composite numbers (known as the Factoring Assumption). In this case
the soundness guarantee is that if a cheating prover can convince the verifier to accept a false statement
(with high probability), then this prover can be used to break the Factoring Assumption. Most of the work
in the literature on delegating computation, considers the setting of computational soundness, where we
require soundness to hold only against cheating provers who cannot break some underlying cryptographic
assumption (such as the Factoring Assumption).
Very loosely speaking, the literature on computation delegation can be partitioned into three categories.
The first constructs delegation schemes from any PCP scheme by using the notion of collision resistant hash
functions to “shrink” the long PCP. The second constructs delegation schemes from any MIP scheme by
using cryptography to emulate the many (non-communicating) provers using a single prover. The third uses
the notion of obfuscation to construct a delegation scheme directly (without using the beautiful evolution of
proofs in computer science, summarized above). In this article we focus on the second category. In what
follows, we slightly elaborate on the line of work in the first category, and due to lack of space, we do not
elaborate on the works in the third category.
Delegation from PCP schemes. Kilian [Kil92] showed how to use a collision resistant hash function to
convert any PCP scheme into a 4-message delegation scheme for any deterministic (or even non-deterministic)
computation.
Many of the applications where a delegation scheme is used (such as in crypto-currencies) require the
proof to be non-interactive. A non-interactive delegation scheme consists of public parameters (generated
honestly by the verifier). These public parameters are used to generate proofs that consist of a single message,
and soundness holds even if a (cheating) prover chooses the statement to be proved as a function of the public
parameters.
Micali [Mic94] proved that a similar approach to the one by Kilian, yields a non-interactive delegation
scheme in the so called “Random Oracle Model” [BR93]. Specifically, his scheme uses a hash function, and
security is proven assuming the adversary only makes black-box use of this hash function. However, the
Random Oracle Model is known to be insecure in general, and there are examples of schemes that are secure
in the Random Oracle Model, yet are known to be insecure when the random oracle is replaced with any
(succinct) hash function [CGH04, Bar01, GK03].
Since this seminal work of Micali, there has been a long line of followup works (eg., [Gro10, Lip12, DFH12,
GGPR13, BCI+ 13, BCCT13, BCC+ 14]), constructing a delegation scheme without resorting to the Random
Oracle Model. However, these delegation schemes were proven secure under very strong and non-standard
“knowledge assumptions”. Knowledge assumptions are different from standard complexity assumptions, and
(similarly to the Random Oracle Model) they restrict the class of adversaries considered to those which
compute things in a certain way.4
4 For

example, the Knowledge-of-Exponent assumption [Dam92] assumes that any adversary that given (g, h) computes
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Our focus. In this article we focus on the second line of work, which constructs a non-interactive delegation
scheme based on a standard cryptographic assumption. This line of work is based on a curious connection,
noted in [KRR13, KRR14], between the problem of delegating computation and the concept of no-signaling
strategies from quantum physics.
The starting point is an elegant method introduced by Biehl et. al. [BMW99], for converting any MIP
into a 1-round delegation scheme. In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we describe this method
using a fully homomorphic encryption scheme, though weaker primitives (such a computational private
retrieval scheme) are known to suffice. A fully homomorphic encryption scheme is a secure encryption scheme
that allows to do computations on encrypted data (we refer the reader to Section 2.3, and to Definition 8
for the precise definition). Starting from the breakthrough work of Gentry [Gen09] and of Brakerski and
Vaikuntanathan [BV11], such homomorphic encryption schemes were constructed based on the Learning
with Error Assumption, which is a standard and well established cryptographic assumption.
The [BMW99] method. Loosely speaking, the [BMW99] method takes any MIP scheme and converts
it into the following 1-round delegation scheme: The verifier of the delegation scheme computes all the
queries for the MIP provers, and sends all these queries to a (single) prover, each encrypted using a different
(freshly generated) key corresponding to an FHE scheme. The prover who receives all these encrypted
queries, computes for each of the MIP provers its response homomorphically, underneath the layer of the
FHE encryption.
This method was considered to be a heuristic, since no proof of soundness was given. The intuition for
why this heuristic was believed to be sound is that when a cheating prover answers each of the queries, the
other queries are encrypted using different (independently generated) keys, and hence these other queries are
completely hidden. Surprisingly, despite this intuition, Dwork et. al. [DLN+ 04] and Dodis el. al. [DHRW16]
showed that this heuristic, in general, is insecure. Intuitively the reason is that the soundness of the MIP is
ensured only against cheating provers that answer each query locally, only as a function of the corresponding
query. In this delegation scheme a cheating prover is not restricted to use local strategies. Rather the security
of the FHE scheme ensures that each answer (provided by a cheating prover) does not “signal” information
about the other queries, since if it did then we could use this prover to break the security of the FHE scheme.
However, there are strategies that are neither signaling nor local. Such strategies are known in the
quantum literature as no-signaling strategies (and are formally defined in Section 3.2). The intuition above
suggests that these no-signaling strategies are useless. However, in the quantum literature it is well known
that this is not necessarily the case.
In a series of work, starting from [KRR13, KRR14], it was proven that if the underlying MIP is sound
against (statistically) no-signaling strategies, then the delegation scheme resulting from the [BMW99] heuristic is sound. Moreover, these works constructed for any T -time (deterministic) computation an MIP with
(statistical) no-signaling soundness, with communication complexity polylog(T ), and where the runtime of
the verifier is n · polylog(T ). This led to the first 1-round delegation scheme for arbitrary (deterministic)
computations based on standard cryptographic assumptions. Moreover, these works were later generalized to include RAM computations [KP15], 1-round delegation with adaptive soundness [BHK17], and even
generalized to non-deterministic space-bounded computations [BKK+ 17].
As opposed to the previous line of work, where anyone can verify the proof since all that is needed for
verification is the public parameters and the proof, in this line of work the proofs are privately verifiable,
meaning that in order to verify the proof one needs to know a “secret state” generated together with the
public parameters.5
In a very recent work, Paneth and Rothblum [PR17] provide a blue-print that generalizes the approach
taken in this line of work, to obtain publicly verifiable delegation schemes. However, currently we do not
know how to realize this blue-print based on standard cryptographic assumptions.
We mention that the third line of work, that constructs delegation schemes based on obfuscation (e.g.,
[CHJV15, KLW15, BGL+ 15, CH16, ACC+ 16, CCC+ 16]), achieve public verifiable delegation schemes for
(g z , hz ), must do so by “first” computing z and then computing (g z , hz ).
5 Indeed, the secret keys of the FHE scheme are needed in order to decrypt the answers and verify correctness.
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deterministic computations. However, known constructions of obfuscation are built on shaky grounds, and
are not known to be secure based on standard assumptions.6
The question of constructing a publicly verifiable 1-round delegation scheme for general computations
under standard assumptions remains a fascinating open question. In addition, the question of constructing
a 1-round delegation scheme for general non-deterministic computations (beyond space-bounded computations) under standard assumptions (and even under obfuscation type assumptions) remains a fascinating
open question.

2

Preliminaries

We model efficient algorithms as probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms, formally modeled as Turing
machines. We denote by DTIME(T ) the class of all the languages that can be computed by a deterministic
Turing machine that on input x runs in time T (|x|) (i.e., terminates within T (|x|) steps). We denote by
NTIME(T ) the class of all the languages that can be computed by a non-deterministic Turing machine that
on input x runs in time T (|x|).
Throughout this article we use λ to denote the security parameter. This value determines the security
level of our schemes. Taking larger values of λ results with better security, though the prover(s) and verifier
run in time polynomial in λ, and thus the efficiency of the scheme degrades as we increase λ. The prover(s)
and the verifier take as input 1λ , and the reason we give λ in unary is since we allow our algorithms to run
in polynomial time, and we want to allow them to run in time polynomial in λ.
Definition 1. A function ν : N → N is said to be negligible if for every polynomial p : N → N, there exists
1
.
a constant c > 0 such that for every λ > c it holds that ν(λ) ≤ p(λ)
For a distribution A, we denote by a ← A a random variable distributed according to A (independently
of all other random variables).
Definition 2. Two distribution ensembles {Xλ }λ∈N and {Yλ }λ∈N are said to be computationally indistinguishable if for every PPT distinguisher D,
| Pr [D(x) = 1] − Pr [D(y) = 1]| = negl(λ).
x←Xλ

y←Yλ

They are said to be statistically indistinguishable if the above holds for every (even computationally unbounded) distinguisher D.

2.1

Delegation Schemes

In what follows, we define the notion of a 1-round delegation scheme and a non-interactive delegation scheme.
We require that the first message sent by the verifier does not depend on the statement to be proven. In
the literature, this is often not explicitly required, and we add this requirement to the definition since our
constructions achieve this desirable property. We define delegation schemes for non-deterministic languages,
though we emphasize that this includes also deterministic languages, since any deterministic computation
can be thought of as a non-deterministic one where the non-deterministic advice is empty.
Definition 3. Fix any T : N → N and any L ∈ NTIME(T ). A 1-round delegation scheme (P, V ) for the
language L, has the following properties.
1. Structure: The algorithm V can be partitioned into two PPTalgorithms V = (V1 , V2 ), where V1 is a
PPT algorithm that generates parameters (pp, st) ← V (1λ ). To prove that x ∈ L, upon receiving pp
and x, the prover P runs in time poly(λ, T (|x|)) and computes pf ← P (x, pp). The algorithm V2 takes
as input (x, pf, st) and outputs a bit, indicating whether he accepts or rejects the proof pf with respect
to the public parameters corresponding to his secret state st.
6 We mention that these schemes are also not non-interactive, in the sense that soundness holds only if the false statement
does not depend on the public parameters.
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2. Completeness: For every security parameter 1λ , and every x ∈ L such that |x| ≤ 2λ ,
Pr[V2 (x, pf, st) = 1] = 1
where the probability is over (pp, st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over pf ← P (x, pp).
3. Soundness: For every PPT (cheating) prover P ∗ = (P1∗ , P2∗ ),
Pr[V2 (x, pf, st) = 1 ∧ (x ∈
/ L)] = negl(λ)
where the probability is over x ← P1∗ (1λ ), over (pp, st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over pf ← P2∗ (x, pp).
4. Efficiency: The communication complexity is poly(λ, log T (|x|)). The honest verifier runs in time
|x| · polylog(T (|x|)) + poly(λ, log T (|x|)), and the honest prover runs in time poly(λ, T (|x|)) (given nondeterministic advice for x ∈ L).
Definition 4. A non-interactive delegation scheme for a language L ∈ NTIME(T ), has the same properties
as a 1-round delegation scheme except that the soundness condition is replaced with the following adaptive
soundness condition:
Adaptive Soundness: For every PPT (cheating) prover P ∗ ,
Pr[V2 (x, pf, st) = 1 ∧ (x ∈
/ L)] = negl(λ)
where the probability is over (pp, st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over (x, pf) ← P ∗ (pp).

2.2

Multi-Prover Interactive Proofs

In what follows, we define the notion of a multi-prover interactive proof (MIP). Let L be a language. In a
1-round k-prover interactive proof, k = k(λ) provers, P1 , . . . , Pk , try to convince a (probabilistic) verifier V ,
that x ∈ L. The input x is known to all parties.
In the traditional works on MIP, it was required that the verifier’s runtime on input (1λ , x) is at most
poly(|x|, λ) and the honest provers’ runtime could be unbounded.7 We change these efficiency requirements
to align with the requirements of a delegation scheme. In particular, we require that if L ∈ NTIME(T ) then
the runtime of the verifier is at most |x| · polylog(T (|x|)) + poly(λ, log T (|x|)) and the runtime of the (honest)
provers is at most poly(λ, T (|x|)) (assuming they are given the non-deterministic advice for x ∈ L).
The proof consists of only one round. Given a security parameter 1λ (which determines the soundness),
and a random string, the verifier generates k = k(λ) queries, q1 , . . . , qk , one for each prover, and sends them
to the k provers. Each prover responds with an answer that depends only on its own individual query. That
is, the provers on input x (and associated non-deterministic advice) respond with answers a1 , . . . , ak , where
for every i we have ai ← Pi (x, qi ). Finally, the verifier decides wether to accept or reject based on the
answers that it receives (as well as the input x and the random string).
Definition 5. Fix any T : N → N and any L ∈ NTIME(T ). We say that (V, P1 , . . . , Pk ) is a one-round
k-prover interactive proof system (MIP) for L if the following properties are satisfied:
1. Structure: The verifier consists of two PPT algorithms, V = (V1 , V2 ), where (q1 , . . . , qk , st) ← V1 (1λ ).
Namely, the queries do not depend on the statement proven.
2. Completeness: For every security parameter 1λ , and every x ∈ L such that |x| ≤ 2λ ,


Pr V2 (x, q1 , . . . , qk , a1 , . . . , ak , st) = 1 = 1 − negl(λ),
where the probability is over (q1 , . . . , qk , st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over ai ← Pi (x, qi ) for every i ∈ [k].
7 To be precise, the traditional definition does not even include a security parameter. The verifier is required to run in time
poly(|x|) and soundness is required to hold with constant probability (say 1/2).
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3. Soundness: For every λ ∈ N, every x 6∈ L (whose size may depend on λ), and any (computationally
unbounded, possibly cheating) provers P1∗ , . . . , Pk∗ ,


Pr V2 (x, q1 , . . . , qk , a1 , . . . , ak , st) = 1 = negl(λ),
where the probability is over (q1 , . . . , qk , st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over ai ← P ∗ (x, qi ) for every i ∈ [k].
4. Efficiency: The communication complexity is poly(λ, log T ). The verifier runs in time |x|·polylog(T (|x|))+
poly(λ, log T (|x|)), and the prover runs in time poly(λ, T (|x|)) (assuming he has non-deterministic advice for x ∈ L).
Theorem 1. [BFL91] For any T : N → N and any language L ∈ NTIME(T ), there exists a 2-prover
interactive proof (V, P1 , P2 ) for L satisfying Definition 5.
The holy grail of the area of computation delegation, is to achieve the guarantees of Theorem 1 with a
single prover. Unfortunately, as we mentioned, this dream is too good to be true, since the IP = PSPACE
theorem says that a single prover can only prove the correctness of bounded space computations. Moreover,
known interactive proofs for PSPACE require many rounds, and the class of languages that can be proved
via a 1-round interactive proof is widely believed to be quite limited.
In Section 3.1, we present a method first proposed by Biehl et. al. [BMW99], that converts any MIP
scheme into a single prover delegation scheme, using the aid of cryptography, and in particular using a
computational private information retrieval (PIR) scheme. In this article, for the sake of simplicity, we
present this method using a fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme, which is a stronger assumption
than a PIR scheme. We chose to present this method using an FHE scheme (as opposed to a PIR scheme)
only because we find the terminology to be simpler. We emphasize that all the results presented from now
on hold with a PIR scheme as well.

2.3

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)

We start by defining a public-key encryption scheme. Such a scheme consists of three probabilistic polynomialtime algorithms (Gen, Enc, Dec), and is defined over some message space M. The key generation algorithm
Gen, when given as input a security parameter 1λ , outputs a pair (pk, sk) of public and secret keys. The
encryption algorithm, Enc, on input a public key pk, and a message m ∈ M, outputs a ciphertext m̂, and
the decryption algorithm, Dec, when given the ciphertext m̂ and the secret key sk, outputs the original
message m (with overwhelming probability).
Definition 6. A public key encryption over a message space M consists of three PPT algorithms (Gen, Enc, Dec)
such that for every m ∈ M,
Pr[Dec(m̂, sk) = m] = 1 − negl(λ),
where the probability is over (pk, sk) ← Gen(1λ ), and over m̂ ← Enc(m, pk).
Definition 7. [GM84] A public-key encryption scheme (Gen, Enc, Dec) is (semantically) secure if for every
PPT algorithm A, for every λ ∈ N and for every two messages m1 , m2 ∈ M such that |m| = |m0 |,
Pr [A(pk, m̂1 ) = 1] − Pr [A(pk, m̂2 ) = 1] = negl(λ)
where the probabilities are over (pk, sk) ← Gen(1λ ), over m̂1 ← Enc(m1 , pk), and over and over m̂2 ←
Enc(m2 , pk).
Definition 8. A tuple of PPT algorithms (Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval) is a fully-homomorphic encryption scheme
over the message space {0, 1}∗ if (Gen, Enc, Dec) is a public-key encryption scheme over the message space
{0, 1}∗ , and in addition the following condition holds:
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Homomorphic Evaluation: Eval takes as input a public key pk, a circuit C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}` , where
k, ` ≤ poly(λ), and a ciphertext m̂ that is an encryption of a message m ∈ {0, 1}k with respect to pk, and
outputs a string ψ such that for every C : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}` , where k, ` ≤ poly(λ), and every m ∈ {0, 1}k ,
Pr[Dec(ψ, sk) = C(m)] = 1 − negl(λ),
where the probability is over (pk, sk) ← Gen(1λ ), over m̂ ← Enc(m, pk), and over ψ = Eval(pk, C, m̂).
Moreover, the length of ψ is polynomial in λ and ` (and is independent of the size of C).
Starting from the breakthrough work of Gentry [Gen09], and of Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan [BV11],
such homomorphic encryption schemes were constructed based on the standard Learning with Error Assumption [Reg03]. The message space in these constructions is M = {0, 1}, though one can use these schemes to
encrypt any message in {0, 1}∗ by encrypting the message in a bit-by-bit manner.

3

From MIP to Non-Interactive Delegation

Notation. Throughout this section we denote by k = k(λ) the number of provers in the MIP scheme. For
a vector a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) and a subset S ⊆ [k], we denote by aS the sequence of elements of a that are
indexed by indices in S, that is, aS = (ai )i∈S .

3.1

The [BMW99] Heuristic

Biehl et. al. [BMW99] suggested a heuristic for converting any MIP into a 1-round delegation scheme, by
using a computational private information retrieval (PIR) scheme. As mentioned above, we present this
heuristic using a fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme (see Definition 8).
The Biel et. al. heuristic is natural and elegant. Loosely speaking, the idea is the following: The verifier of
the delegation scheme computes all the queries for the MIP provers, and sends all these queries to the (single)
prover, each encrypted using an FHE scheme, where each query is encrypted with its own (freshly generated)
key. The prover then computes for each of the MIP provers its response homomorphically, underneath the
layer of the FHE encryption.
In what follows we give a formal description of the Biehl et. al. heuristic.
The [BMW99] Heuristic. Fix any language L, an MIP scheme (V, P1 , . . . , Pk ) for L, and an FHE scheme
(Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval). Consider the following 1-round delegation scheme (P del , V del ), where V del = (V1del , V2del ):
• The PPT algorithm V1del takes as input the security parameter 1λ , and does the following:
1. Compute (q1 , . . . , qk , st) ← V1 (1λ ).
2. Run Gen(1λ ) independently k times to generate {(pki , ski )}i∈[k] .
3. For every i ∈ [k] compute q̂i ← Enc(qi , pki ).
4. Set ppdel = (q̂1 , . . . , q̂k ) and set stdel = (sk1 , . . . , skk , q1 , . . . , qk , st).
• The prover P del (x, ppdel ) does the following:
1. Parse ppdel = (q̂1 , . . . , q̂k ).
2. For every i ∈ [k] compute âi ← Eval(Pi (x, ·), q̂i ).
3. Send (â1 , . . . , âk ) to the verifier.
• Upon receiving x and (â1 , . . . , âk ) , the verifier V2del (x, â1 , . . . , âk , stdel ) does the following:
1. Parse stdel = (sk1 , . . . , skk , q1 , . . . , qk , st).
2. For each i ∈ [k] compute ai ← Dec(âi , ski ).
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3. Accept if and only if V2 (x, q1 , . . . , qk , a1 , . . . , ak , st) = 1.
This is a beautiful and natural heuristic. it is easy to see that it satisfies the efficiency and completeness
properties of a delegation scheme. The main question is:
Is this Heuristic Sound?
The intuition for why this heuristic was believed to be sound is the following: When a cheating prover
answers each of the queries, the other queries are encrypted using different (independently generated) keys,
and hence are indistinguishable from encryptions of 0. Therefore, each answer should be indistinguishable
from the answer the cheating prover would have provided in the case where the other queries were all 0, and
clearly having encryptions of 0 cannot help a prover cheat, since he can generate these encryptions on his
own.
Surprisingly, despite this intuition, Dwork et. al. [DLN+ 04] showed that this heuristic, in general, can be
insecure. The reason is that the soundness of the MIP is ensured only against cheating provers that answer
each query locally, only as a function of the corresponding query. In this delegation scheme a cheating prover
is not restricted to use local strategies. Rather the security of the FHE scheme ensures that each answer
(provided by a cheating prover) does not “signal” information about the other queries, since if it did then
we could use this prover to break the security of the FHE scheme.
However, there are strategies that are neither signaling nor local. Dwork et. al. [DLN+ 04] refer to such
strategies as “spooky interactions”. Such strategies are known in the quantum literature as no-signaling
strategies (defined formally in Section 3.2, below). The intuition above suggests that these no-signaling
strategies are useless. However, in the quantum literature it is well known that this is not the case.
Very recently, [DHRW16] showed that indeed the [BMW99] heuristic is insecure! Specifically, they
construct an MIP scheme and a FHE scheme, for which when applying the [BMW99] heuristic to these
MIP and FHE schemes, the resulting delegation scheme is not sound. To this end, they construct an MIP
scheme whose soundness can be broken via a no-signaling strategy, and this no-signaling strategy can be
implemented under the layer of the FHE.

3.2

MIPs with No-Signaling Provers

The works of [KRR13, KRR14] attempt to prove the soundness of the [BMW99] heuristic, by considering a
variant of the MIP model, where the cheating provers are more powerful.
In the standard MIP model, each prover answers his own query locally, without knowing the queries that
were sent to the other provers. The no-signaling model allows each answer to depend on all the queries, as
long as for any subset S ⊂ [k], and any queries qS for the provers in S, the distribution of the answers aS ,
conditioned on the queries qS , is independent of all the other queries.
Intuitively, this means that the answers aS do not give the provers in S information about the queries of
the provers outside S, except for information that they already have by seeing the queries qS .
Formally, denote by D the alphabet of the queries and denote by Σ the alphabet of the answers. For
every q = (q1 , . . . , qk ) ∈ Dk , let Aq be a distribution over Σk . We think of Aq as the(joint) distribution of
the answers for queries q.
Definition 9. We say that the family of distributions {Aq }q∈Dk is no-signaling if for every subset S ⊂ [k]
and every two sequences of queries q, q 0 ∈ Dk , such that qS = qS0 , the following two random variables are
identically distributed:
• aS , where a ← Aq
• a0S where a0 ← Aq0
If the two distributions are computationally (resp. statistically) indistinguishable (see Definition 2), rather
than identical, we say that the family of distributions {Aq }q∈Dk is computationally (resp. statistically)
no-signaling.
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Definition 10. An MIP (V, P1 , . . . , Pk ) for a language L is said to be sound against no-signaling strategies
(or provers) if the following (more general) soundness property is satisfied:
Ni-Signaling Soundness: For every λ ∈ N, every x 6∈ L, and any no-signaling family of distributions
{Aq }q∈Dk ,
Pr[V2 (x, q1 , . . . , qk , a1 , . . . , ak , st) = 1] = negl(λ)
where the probability is over (q1 , . . . , qk , st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over (a1 , . . . , ak ) ← A(q1 ,...,qk ) .
If this property is satisfied for any computationally (resp. statistically) no-signaling family of distributions
{Aq }q∈Dk , we say that the MIP has soundness against computationally (resp. statistically) no-signaling
strategies.
No-signaling strategies were first studied in physics in the context of Bell inequalities by Khalfin and
Tsirelson [KT85] and Rastall [Ras85], and they gained much attention after they were reintroduced by
Popescu and Rohrlich [PR94]. MIPs that are sound against no-signaling provers were extensively studied in
the literature (see for example [Ton09, BLM+ 05, AII06, KKM+ 08, IKM09, Hol09, Ito10]). We denote the
class of MIP’s that are sound against no-signaling provers by MIPNS .
The study of MIPs that are sound against no-signaling provers was originally motivated by the study of
MIPs with provers that share entangled quantum states. No-signaling provers are allowed to use arbitrary
strategies, as long as their strategies cannot be used for communication between any two disjoint sets
of provers. By the physical principle that information cannot travel faster than light, a consequence of
Einstein’s special relativity theory, it follows that if the provers are placed far enough apart, then the only
strategies that can be realized by these provers, even if they share entangled quantum states, are no-signaling
strategies.
Moreover, the principle that information cannot travel faster than light is a central principle in physics,
and is likely to remain valid in any future ultimate theory of nature, since its violation means that information
could be sent from future to past. Therefore, soundness against no-signaling strategies is likely to ensure
soundness against provers that obey a future ultimate theory of physics, and not only the current physical
theories that we have, that are known to be incomplete.
The study of MIPs that are sound against no-signaling provers is very appealing also because no-signaling
strategies have a simple mathematical characterization.
Ito el. al. [IKM09] proved that the set of languages in MIPNS contains PSPACE and is contained in EXP. We
emphasize that they use the traditional MIP definition, which allows the honest provers to be computationally
unbounded, and indeed in their MIPNS for PSPACE the provers run in super-polynomial time. Moreover, they
assume the verifier runs in time at most poly(|x|) (which is the traditional requirement).8 We note that if
they used our efficiency requirement where the verifier is allowed to run in time |x|·polylog(T )+poly(λ, log T ),
and the communication complexity is at most poly(λ, log T ), they would get that each MIPNS is contained in
DTIME(T ).
For the case of two provers, Ito [Ito10] showed that the corresponding complexity class is contained
in (and therefore equal to) PSPACE. This is in contrast to the class MIP (with soundness against local
strategies), which is known to be equal to NEXP.
The connection between MIPs with no-signaling soundness and computation delegation was first observed
in [KRR13]. Loosely speaking, they prove that the [BMW99] heuristic is sound when applied to any MIP
that is secure against statistically no-signaling strategies, denoted by MIPsNS .9 In [KRR13, KRR14] they
also characterize the exact power of MIPs that are secure against statistically no-signaling provers, and prove
that MIPsNS = EXP. More specifically, they prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. [KRR13, KRR14] For any T : N → N, and any language in L ∈ DTIME(T ), there exists an
MIP with statistical no-signaling soundness (as in defined in Definitions 5 and 10).
8 They show that one can find the best no-signaling strategy for the provers by solving an exponential (in |x|) size linear
program.
9 Their result relies on the stronger assumption that the underlying FHE is not only secure against PPT adversaries, but also
again quasi-polynomial time adversaries.
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In particular, these works prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. [KRR13, KRR14] For any T : N → N and any L ∈ DTIME(T ) there exists a 1-round delegation
scheme for L (as defined in Definition 3), assuming the existence of an FHE scheme that is secure against
quasi-polynomial time adversaries.
To achieve non-interactive delegation (as opposed to 1-round delegation) we need to use an MIP scheme
that is sound against adaptive no-signaling strategies, as defined in [BHK17].
Definition 11. An MIP (V, P1 , . . . , Pk ) for a language L is said to be adaptively sound against no-signaling
strategies (or provers) if the following adaptive soundness property is satisfied:
Adaptive Soundness: For every λ ∈ N and any no-signaling family of distributions {Aq }q∈Dk ,


Pr V2 (x, q1 , . . . , qk , a1 , . . . , ak , st) = 1 = negl(λ)
where the probability is over (q1 , . . . , qk , st) ← V1 (1λ ) and over (x, a1 , . . . , ak ) ← A(q1 ,...,qk ) , where x should
be thought of as corresponding to an additional (dummy) query q0 , and thus should signal no information
about the other queries q1 , . . . , qk .
If this property is satisfied for any computationally (resp. statistically) no-signaling family of distributions
{Aq }q∈Dk , we say that the MIP has adaptive soundness against computationally (resp. statistically) nosignaling strategies.
We denote the class of MIP scheme that have adaptive soundness against computational no-signaling
strategies by MIPadaptive−cNS . Brakerski et. al. [BHK17] proved that MIPadaptive−cNS = EXP. More specifically,
they prove the following theorem, which is a strengthening of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4. For any T : N → N, and any language in L ∈ DTIME(T ), there exists an MIP with adaptive
computational no-signaling soundness (as in defined in Definitions 5 and 11).
In addition, they proved that applying the [BMW99] heuristic to any MIP that is adaptively sound
against computational no-signaling strategies, results with a non-interactive delegation scheme that is sound
assuming the standard (PPT) security of the underlying FHE scheme.
Theorem 5. [BHK17] For every T : N → N and for every L ∈ DTIME(T ) there exists a non-interactive
delegation scheme for L (as defined in Definition 4), assuming the existence of an FHE scheme.
Due to lack of space we do not provide any intuition behind the proof of Theorem 4, and instead provide
a proof sketch of Theorem 5 (assuming Theorem 4).
Proof Sketch of Theorem 5. Fix an FHE scheme (Gen, Enc, Dec, Eval), a time bound T = T (λ), and a
language L ∈ DTIME(T ). Let
MIPadaptive−cNS = (V, P1 , . . . , Pk )
be an MIP for L with adaptive soundness against computationally no-signaling strategies. The existence of
such a proof system for L follows from Theorem 4.
The non-interactive delegation scheme, denoted by (V del , P del ) is the one obtained by applying the
[BMW99] heuristic to MIPadaptive−cNS and FHE.
Suppose for contradiction that there exists a cheating prover P ∗ such that for infinitely many λ ∈ N,
Pr[V2del (x, pf, st) = 1 ∧ (x ∈
/ L)] ≥

1
poly(λ)

where the probability is over (pp, st) ← V1del (1λ ) and over (x, pf) ← P ∗ (pp).
We use P ∗ to construct an adaptive computational no-signaling strategy that contradicts the adaptive
soundness condition of MIPadaptive−cNS .
To this end, for every possible set of queries q = (q1 , . . . , qk ), consider the distribution of answers Aq
defined as follows:
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1. For every i ∈ [k] sample (pki , ski ) ← Gen(1λ ).
2. For every i ∈ [k] sample q̂i ← Enc(qi , pki ).
3. Let pp = (q̂1 , . . . , q̂k ).
4. Compute (x, pf) ← P ∗ (pp).
5. Parse pf = (â1 , . . . , âk ).
6. For every i ∈ [k] decrypt ai ← Dec(âi , ski ).
7. Output (x, a1 , . . . , ak ).
To reach a contradiction it remains to argue that the strategy {Aq } is computationally no-signaling. This
follows from the security of the underlying FHE scheme. We omit the proof due to lack of space.
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